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INSTRUCTIONS

#1650 LP-1x1 LED Kit 
for Litepanels 1x1 Lights

Our full on-line catalog may be viewed at:
www.chimeralighting.com

Email questions to: salesinfo@chimeralighting.com
1812 Valtec Lane, Boulder, CO 80301 USA  

303-444-8000   888-444-1812

WARRANTY
At CHIMERA, we stand behind our Lightbanks, Speed Rings, and 
light control accessories with a limited 5-year warranty against 
defects in materials, workmanship, and color stability. If our 
products are not fully operational out of the box or if they fail to 
perform within five years from the date of purchase, return it for 
repair or replacement. Of course, CHIMERA’s warranty cannot 
cover damage caused by accidents, improper care or use, or the 
natural deterioration of materials over an extended period of time.

Front Enhancer Screens 
The new Chimera front Enhancer Screen blends the LEDs into 
one pleasing light source with a minimum loss of light output.

Model  Description  ID Tab     Light Loss Coverage - Feet 

     Color     in F-stops      @ 5 feet

#LS30  Standard Screen Red         .9         5.75 x 5.75

Optional Front Enhancer Screens: 

#LS05   Light Diffusion  Green       .1         5 x 5

#LS33   Wide Coverage  Black       .7         5.75 x 6.5

Dimensions
Front Enhancer Screen:  14.75” x 14.75”  
Depth:  7”
Weight:  1 Lb. complete kit

Replacement poles #16501200  (each)
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Thank you for purchasing your Chimera LED Lightbank for 
the Litepanels 1x1 light.  Using our unique Lightbank will 
enhance the quality and versatility of your LED light.  Chimera’s 
commitment to produce professional, dependable and versatile 
products for the lighting industry has not changed since 1980.

Contents
Lightbank with poles attached.• 
Standard #LS30 Front Enhancer Screen.• 
Securtity Tab Velcro• TM button.
Speed Ring Frame.• 

Assembly
The poles are already attached to the Lightbank body so 1. 
your Lightbank is ready to be mounted into your Speed Ring 
Frame.  Start by opening the relief corner VelcroTM tab on 
the Lightbank.  

Position the Lightbank with the Chimera Logo to match a 2. 
notched side of the Speed Ring Frame.  Insert all poles into 
the Speed Ring Frame at the proper angle leaving the 
relief corner pole last.  Close the relief corner VelcroTM tab.

The Speed Ring Frame cutouts fit at the top and bottom of3.  
your light.  Slide the Speed Ring Frame into the channels on 
your Lightpanels 1x1 Light.    

Mount the 4. Standard Front Enhancer Screen to the Lightbank 
with the VelcroTM edges. 

The top Security Tab prevents the Lightbank from sliding 5. 
off when carried upside down.  Affix the supplied VelcroTM 
button to your light to align with the Security Tab.

To disassemble, remove the Front Enhancer Screen.  6. While 
maintaining the angle of the pole, remove the poles 
from the frame carefully.  Leave the poles in the Lightbank.  
Always make sure that your Lightbank is clean and 
completely dry before storing.  

Carefully store your Front Enhancer Screen flat in any 7. 
secure storage case. Clean your Front Screen with rubbing 
alcohol and a soft fiber-free cloth as needed.

Poles are securely attached to the 
Lightbank body. (1)  

Corner Relief Tab 
VelcroTM opening. (1)  

Mounting poles to Speed Ring Frame:
We suggest that you mount the 
Lightbank to the frame prior to 
attaching to the light. (2)  

Place VelcroTM adhesive tab mounts     
on light under the security tab.  (5)   

Match cutouts on the Speed 
Ring Frame to the tabs on 
the light to mount your LED 
Lightbank. (3)  


